
WRITING A FABLE TEMPLATES

Knowing exactly which Common Core literature skills each student in your classroom needs to learn, is the key to
providing the best guided reading instruction.

Plus, there are some great prizes , too! Add this to the school schedule for fun today! Kids can be inched
toward stronger beginnings through examples. Use this fill-in-the-blank template to create the first draft of the
fable, and then polish it up and enter it in the Fable Writing Contest. Of course their masterpieces had to be
published. The moral is either implied or stated. Example 2: All summer long a colony of Ants gathered grain
and stored it for the winter. I used a PowerPoint presentation to show my students how to use direct quotes in
their writing. Improving Writing Techniques To improve writing early in the year, we focused on writing good
beginnings and endings, beefing up our word choice, and using different sentence beginnings. Click here to
download this list of proverbs. This year, I chose The Grasshopper and the Ants. The top fables will be
published in an e-book, and the proceeds from the sale of the e-book will go to purchase reading and writing
supplies for students in Moore, OK. Fables are entertaining, but their main purpose is to teach a moral, or
lesson. They are written in paragraphs and sometimes use dialogue. They wrote final drafts, added
illustrations, and hung them for all to see at our open house. Check out Writing Fables. My thinking is that
soon there will be tools for writing client side code in better languages than javascript, ie F and C and there
will eventually be tooling to compile to webassembly. A Grasshopper came over. Drafting, Editing, and
Finalizing Time to write! So that would be like a spa sample for asp. Download your free Fable Writing
Template here. Then they considered which animals exemplified human traits needed for their characters.
Note: When animals are personified, the name of the animal is capitalized. As they worked, a Grasshopper,
carrying his fiddle, hopped over to watch them. Fables are short pieces of prose. The entire unit is also
available as a part of the Reading and Writing Fables Bundle. You can get my weekly blog posts delivered to
your inbox. I would also love to use it in MVC projects even though there is much less use of client side code
I still would like to write all my client side code in F , so I would also love to see an asp. Here is an easy way
that you can help your students write a fun and interesting fable. So using Fable today would be a good way to
make sure I am writing code that will still be useful when javascript goes out of style because my thinking is
that everyone will be compiling to web assembly instead of using javascript in a few years. Read her blog at
WonWithoutWords.


